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UTILITY RELOCATION ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SYSTEM SHARING OPPORTUNITIES

Pennsylvania DOT
PennDOT’s UREDMS uses FileNet® e-process workflow software to run. Filenet® requires acquisition and licensing through IBM. PennDOT would be glad to share their customized java code that was used in developing their UREDMS with any states that have the required software and are interested in developing a system. PennDOT is willing to let other states see their system via a webex meeting. The interested states can have their IT Section contact PennDOT’s IT Section for any technical questions. The interested states can also contact the consultant that helped design PennDOT’s UREDMS.

Georgia DOT
Georgia is willing to share the Georgia Utilities Permitting System “GUPS” with other states, but keep in mind that the GUPS program was designed to interact with existing GDOT programs and would need to be modified to fit other states’ existing utility configurations. Georgia DOT would only need to execute some type of agreement with the state DOT before release.

Michigan DOT
Much like the PennDOT application, Michigan's Utility Relocation Tracking System (URTS) was designed specifically for MDOT. Although MDOT is not currently sharing URTS with other DOT's, it’s because no one has asked. The first step would be a webex meeting. If there’s interest after that, we could look into the details of sharing our URTS application.

Contact information for personnel from the above states as well as additional information about UREDMS is available at